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Reality Pen - ON VACATION!
Part II

Previously we met Jessica and Gabriel who are on vacation
in an all inclusive-beach resort. It‘s Gabriel‘s dream of a
vacation but Jessica hates it. She wants to see ancient
buildings, go to museums, and get to learn about other
cultures. And she keeps nagging all day long.

PS: Note that Jessica actually booked a sightseeing trip to
Rome, but Gabriel used his reality-altering pen to change
the tickets and therefore the vacation!

We‘ve also seen Gabriel use the pen on his girlfriend
turning the nagging girl into a bubbly beach bunny with
jumbo-sized breasts he enjoys a fun day at the beach with.
But after one dip in the sea the ink has washed off and
Jessica is back to nagging and so we join the couple in the
evening back in their hotel room…

Featuring:

Gabriel … A guy with a reality pen!
Jessica … Gabriel’s energic girlfriend for years.



Honey, please. 
The food was 

awesome. Can’t 
you at least try 

to enjoy it?

I want…

I don’t 
want any 
of this.

I’m 
fucking 
bored!

Tsk!



Make a 
different 
kind of 

experience.

Let’s 
focus 
on us.

Why don’t 
you join 

me in bed?

I swear, 
sometimes I think 
you’d prefer I was 
girl you could just 

pay to have sex 
with!

I’m definitely 
not having 

sex with you 
now!

Urgh!
Men! Can’t 

you read the 
mood?

I guess… 
you do have 

a point.



What was 
that?!

Nothing, 
hon. All 
good.

*Sigh*





Cash only!

300$

Money first, 
fun later. No 
touching until 

you’ve paid.

So, as I was 
saying.



Ha-ha-ha!
Stupid rich 

tourists! They do 
not even try to 

haggle!

Errr. Yeah. 
Sure thing. 

Here you go.



All seems in 
order. 300$. 
Nice doing 

business with 
you, Sir.



With Jessica turned into a whore Gabriel is in for
the night of his life…









But what will happen once Gabriel has enjoyed
intercourse with his girlfriend/whore and goes to
sleep?





End of Teaser

Using the reality pen to turn your girlfriend
into an experienced hooker who does
anything for you for money? This is what this
chapter is all about! Though you should
probably think about possible consequences
before you do it for real ☺.

The full comic is 37 comic pages long and
includes 7 high-definition pinups. The comic is
for adults only and available on my Patreon
Site, in my Gumroad-Shop or in my FANBOX:
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